A. W. Tozer was a man who knew the voice of God. He shared this experience with every true child of God. With all those who are called by the grace of God to share in the mystical union that is possible with Him through His Son Jesus. Tozer fought against much dryness and formality in his day. Considered a mighty man of God by most Evangelicals today, he was unconventional in his approach to spirituality and had no qualms about consulting everyone from Catholic Saints to German Protestant mystics for inspiration on how to experience God more fully. Here are two writings by Tozer that touch on the heart of this goal. Revelation is Not Enough and The Speaking Voice. Also included is a bonus chapter The Menace of the Religious Movie. This is meat to sink your spiritual teeth into. Tozer's writings will show you the way to satisfy your spiritual hunger. Another hard-hitting Tozer title we recommend is: Total Commitment to Christ: What is it? http://www..com/gp/product/B0103Z20MC
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Customer Reviews
A lot will hate the last section, since it speaks to 95% of Christians. Be wary if you are not ready for his view.

It’s an easy book to read and I recommend it to those who are in doubt about God being real. The last part deals with the present method of showing His words with pictures. Words, he believes allow readers to get an internal picture of His creativity. This is the I have read with this particular message.

The spirit of Hollywood does great damage to the faith of our fathers with their so-called religious films. The lack of truth, the addition of falsehoods is commonplace. YeHovah is not here to entertain us. These movies are not Godly. They are filled with liars lying. Now they promote agendas all to often directly against righteous living. This book explains it well.

A.W. Tozer always offers an inspiring reading experience. He expounds Biblical truths so well it drives you to further involvement in Scripture.

I love anything Tozer

This book is to get back to the basics, the real important stuff for any Christian.

Wonderful, love his books collecting them as I can

I’m glad I purchase this book

Download to continue reading...
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